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Recent History of North Pasture by Royce H. Hayes, Jr.
Most of the Gopher Tortoises on St. Catherines
Island live in North Pasture. Some have formed
colonies on other parts of SCI only to return to
North Pasture after a few years. Some people call
North Pasture (NP) the “North Savanna”. Some
have described it as a Long-leaf Pine Flat-wood and
another as a managed Long-leaf Pine forest. It was
Georgia’s largest stand of mature LL pine on a
barrier island when the logging began (1938). Mr.
Noble purchased the island in 1943. At that time
loggers held timber contracts for most of the remaining timber on SCI. Mr. Noble purchased the
contracts and stopped the cutting but most of the
LL pine had already been cut. After WWII, Mr.
Noble had most of the limbs, treetops and stumps
pushed (with bulldozers) to the edge of the previPhoto by Bess Harris
ously logged forest. To this day a berm of earth
created by the bulldozers encircles North Pasture
just under the tree line. Bahia grass was planted and Black Angus cattle were bought to the island. The area became North Pasture. It was managed as a cattle pasture until the last of the cattle were removed in 1982. Then the pasture began to grow up in LL
pine seedlings. Mr. Larkin asked me to find a way to control the rampant growth of the seedlings. He was envisioning endangered
antelope, wild bovids, and deer one day grazing among the scattered lovely pines and Live Oaks that had survived the tree cutters.
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In response to his request, we burned the area with a head fire rather than a backing fire using the hotter riskier method in hopes of
killing the seedlings. Instead of dying, the seedlings thrived. A lot of the Bahia grass was killed as the fire burned down into the sod
and roots. Thick growths of sand spurs and jumping cactus popped up in the open spaces between the trees where Bahia grass had
been killed. Native grasses began to colonize the pasture. After burning failed to accomplish our management goals (of controlling
LL pine seedlings) we mowed the pasture. We chose the fall season for our mowing in order to further scatter the seeds of the native
grasses and herbaceous plants with hopes that North Pasture would become a more “natural” Coastal LL pine forest. I have a degree
in forestry and asking a forester to kill LL pine seedlings is like asking an ornithologist to eat an eagle, so we set compromises into
the management of NP to allow for the regeneration of LL pines. The large holes (bull holes) left by the cattle, many stumps, and
fallen trees posed hazards for the men mowing the pasture. I saw these impediments as an opportunity to allow for the reproduction
of the LL pines while keeping the majority of NP open. Today small stands of LL pine dot the landscape of NP where stumps, and
holes once posed a threat. There is open land and there is regeneration of Long-leaf Pine and new species (to NP) of native grasses,
sedges, and other ground cover type plants and flowering plants are colonizing NP every year. It is with the understanding of this
management scheme that Brad Winn, a former employee of the SCI Wildlife Survival Center asked me if the Foundation would
consider allowing the State to relocate a breeding population of Gopher Tortoises to NP. The Foundation said yes. I was thrilled
because it gave me an excuse to continue the restoration management scheme for NP and it provided a home for native displaced
animals - another thing I had hoped the Survival Center would
someday be able to embrace (native animals). John Behler from the
Bronx, the Island Survival Center staff with WCS, Brad Winn from
the State, and I from SCI worked together on planning the relocation of such a large population while Dr. Norton and Dr. Rostal
performed health checks. The move was accomplished in 1992.
What was a managed cow pasture is now a managed tortoise pasture. A major component of the management scheme for North
Pasture is the accommodation of returning native plant species.
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Continued…….This was the goal before 1992.

It is still the primary goal. Much has changed since we first started burning and
mowing North Pasture. It has Lemur sites on two sides and we have learned that it is loaded with Late Archaic and other archaeological sites. A cross section of many plastic well pipes stick up in a line across the pasture. There are buried water lines, telephone lines
and electric lines with above ground transformers and standpipes. Nine antennae sit in the woods east of the pasture – also east of
one Bess Harris’s study sites (gopher tortoise researcher —see below). A fire escaping into that forest 6 years ago would have burned to
the edge of the bluff and gone out. Today the same fire would destroy thousands of dollars worth of equipment belonging to Skidaway Institute. An escaped fire today might roast a troop of Lemurs as well as destroy transformers, a telephone pedestal and plastic
standpipes providing the animals with water. And remember – we are not using a fire plow out of respect for the archaeology sites.
We had to invent new fire control techniques in order to help Bess with her research for her degree. It was ghastly expensive as it
took half of the island staff the better part of a week to set up and implement. A few years ago, we burned everything from Middle
Road to the marsh from Meeting House Field to the Mission (a third of the island) in two days. We have burned all of North Pasture
in an afternoon back in the 90s. No research areas and no valuable equipment were threatened in that Middle Road burn. If we
burned the same area today, we would have to take special care to protect the ground water test wells - not impossible, but more time
consuming and more expensive.
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Prescribed Fire on SCI By Bess Harris
A prescribed fire treatment was administered on sections of North Pasture (fig. 1) in late February
2013, as part of my Masters thesis research. I am a student at UGA at the Warnell School of
Forestry and Natural Resources. It was administered as part of the gopher tortoise project because it’s widely accepted that disturbance (burning, mowing, etc) is needed in maintaining suitable habitat. Historically this has been done through fire; on St Catherines it has been maintained through mowing. However, the effectiveness of fire versus mechanical disturbance (such as
mowing) has not been studied previously.
Fire, in addition to maintaining the open canopy preferred by gopher tortoises, is also important in nutrient cycling and for the germination
of many of the herbaceous plants—including
tortoise forage species—characteristic of the pine
system. Fire provides diverse habitat for plants
and animals because many of the plants and
animals of the system are accustomed to fires
and can depend on these fires for their survival.
Fire also reduces flammable fuel build-up such as dead wood and thick layers of
pine needles that can all contribute to uncontrolled wildfires.
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Figure 1. The dark green areas are the study
sites and the orange sections are where the fire
was administered. The blue points are the locations of vegetation surveys.
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